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By Derek Turner
The invitation to inspect a private collection of geological specimens proved to
be a superb substitute for our planned visit to Stockwood museum in January.
On travels around the world with her husband, Aeone Shrimpton has found or
purchased some impressive fossils and minerals. Ten of us visited her
Millbrook home in January and saw the most beautiful specimens that she
used as decorations and rooted through drawers where others less lovely
were lurking.
Many of the latter had come from land around her house where rabbits
burrowing in steep slopes on the Greensand Ridge had done the heavy work
and brought them to the surface. Most of these, we discovered, were broken
pieces of ammonites and we would discover more when we ventured outside
and poked around the pockmarked hillside for ourselves.
We are very grateful to Aeone and her husband for their hospitality.

Easter Greetings
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Aeone (in the blue top) discusses one of her specimens
with BGG member, Karen Philbin.
(Image: Derek Turner)

Some of the best specimens had been purchased including
the large trilobite and ammonite.
(Image: Derek Tuner)

Wine and Geology
Our Christmas Social
By Derek Turner
Paul Hawkes’ suggestion that we carry out a geological wine
tasting at our rearranged seasonal social on Zoom proved to be
a good one. He kicked off the proceedings with a powerful Italian
red - Montepulciano d’Abruzzo - purchased in Tesco for just £7.
It’s a name that combines the Tuscan town after which the grape
is named and the region overlooking the Adriatic at the same
latitude as Rome where it is grown. Abruzzo is on the side of the
Appenines formed as sedimentary rocks from the Tethys ocean
buckled up as the African plate pushes against Europe. Despite
it’s budget price, this inky black wine packs a punch with its black
fruit and savoury spice taste and chocolate finish.
A typical Italian vineyard in the Abruzzo region.
Bev recalled a South African holiday with her wine whose name
left us in no doubt about the rock from which it came - granite.
(Image: Wikimedia Commons)
Bev’s Granite Earth wine hailed from the area around Malmesbury
in the Western Cape province and was a good value red that she found in Morrisons. Despite their differences, soils on
this volcanic rock share some physical characteristics with those of sedimentary, alkaline limestones. Both drain well and
the paucity of nutrients encourages the vines to put down deep roots. South African wines have French names as it was
the Huguenots who introduced vines to the country.
Not everyone is a wine drinker and Nicky told us instead about her favoured tipple- Bombay Sapphire. The wide range of
botanicals used in gin - of which the manufacturers reveal only Moroccan coriander seeds and Chinese liquorice - means
that several different soils and geology are likely to be represented. The most essential ingredient, juniper berries, are the
key to the spicy, pine flavour that should be common to all gins. Their provenance is not stated but is probably overseas
although evergreen juniper shrubs grow well on the chalk of the Buckinghamshire Chilterns. However, they were thought
to have become extinct in Bedfordshire until a local botanist stumbled upon a few trees at Kensworth in 1996 where they
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had narrowly escaped being destroyed by quarrying.
Francis stayed close to home for her selection - Warden Abbey
Bacchus 2015 - a single variety white wine from Greensand
Country south of Bedford. The community vineyard with one staff
member and dozens of enthusiastic volunteers was reestablished by Lady Whitbread in 1986 on the site of a medieval
vineyard situated close to the top of the sandstone ridge. The soil
though is derived from a thin seam of chalky boulder clay, ideal
for white grapes and dry, white wines. A sparkling “Bedfordshire
Bubbly” has been produced there several times and some think
that it compares favourably with much better known French fizz.
Now global warming is lengthening the growing season, some
red grape varieties are also being trialled there.
When it comes to drinking wine, I’m a lightweight and chose the
light, fresh, subtly apple flavour of a 10.5% Vinho Verde. I hadn’t
realised that it is produced only in the most northerly part of
Portugal and originally just in the now defunct Minho region. Not
Local Bedfordshire wines.
calling the wine Minho Vinho would seem to be a missed
(Image: Warden Abbey Twitter)
marketing opportunity although the verde tag faithfully reflects its
greenness and lack of maturity. My brand, Alvarada, is typical of
these young wines made as little as 3 months after the grape harvest. Again, the vineyards are on soils over granite and
helped by 1,000mm or more of annual rainfall, much more than falls on the rest of Portugal. The granites in this area
harbour geothermal potential and have been exploited at Chaves since 1980 where the water reaches 73 degrees C.
With her grandchildren enjoying themselves in the background, Glynda joined us later and revealed that she had
prepared a talk about the relationship between geology and wine types. She revealed to us some selected highlights
but I won't give away anymore as it’s something that we will return to on the 7th April via Zoom - do join us.
It was an interesting evening. Cheers, everyone!

Wine and Geology
Thurs 7th April at 7.30pm
Email secretary@bedfordshiregeologygroup.org.uk for Zoom link
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A tribute to Ray Piercy
By Bev Fowlston
It was with great sadness that we heard of the passing of our long time
member, Ray Piercy. He and Val, his wife, were often seen out and about
with us on many events over the years. On a personal note, I remember
Ray being a wonderful part of our small community and helped me
discover our key educational site just around the corner from his home in
Potton. It was with dry humour and quick wit that I was told of the coprolite
workings in his own garden, which I wish I'd followed up sooner.
A very sad loss and our thoughts
are with Val and his family and
friends at this time.
Ray (3rd from left) “enjoying” a wet and
cold day trip to Sundon Hills in 2008.

Ray (left) helping to clear the site he
discovered at Potton in 2008.

BGG talk to Essex
By Bev Fowlston
It was with great pleasure that I gave a Zoom talk to the Essex Rock and Mineral Society on the 14th March. I gave them
an introduction to Bedfordshire Geology. It was well received and we hope to meet up with them in the future to show
them the delights of Bedfordshire in person.

SchoolRocks!
By Bev Fowlston
The Geologists’s Association’s Schoolrocks! boxes, lesson plans and activities are carefully designed to meet the specific
requirements of the Rocks and Soils section of the National Curriculum Year 3 Science.
Each box contains child hand-sized specimens of igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks. There are also fossils,
hand lenses, a UBS stick with lesson plans and activities and some small fossils which can be given to the children. In fact,
everything you need to teach the Rocks and Soils section of the National Curriculum Year 3 Science.
Haydon Bailey from The Geologists’ Association and SchoolRocks! Coordinator has been in touch to ask us to carry on the
work started by Anne Scott (previously Williams). Since her retirement from the committee no-one has taken up the cause. If
this something you could help us with then please do contact a member of the committee who can show you what’s
needed. More on the SchoolRocks! campaign in our next newsletter!
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Meteorite Discovery?
By Bev Fowlston
Following up an enquiry from the Higgins Museum in Bedford, I contacted the enquirer, Peter Baines. He is a local metal
detectorist from Dunton and he had discovered an
unusual rock whilst walking around fields near to his
home. The small rock has a dull grey exterior and was
heavier than expected at a fraction under 30 grams. A
small magnet sticks to the rocks which suggests an iron
content to them.
But is it a meteorite or not? Check out the information box
below for tips on how to identify a meteorite.

Images of the suspected meteorite
(Image: Peter Baines)

If, like Peter, you discover something unusual on your
walks around the county do get in touch with us via our
website or the email below and we’ll see if we can
identify it for you.

info@bedfordshiregeologygroup.org.uk

Meteorites are fragments of rock or metal that fall to Earth from space. They are very rare, but many people find unusual
rocks or pieces of metal and wonder if they might have found a meteorite.
Meteorites have several properties that help distinguish them from other rocks:
Density: Meteorites are usually quite heavy for their size, since they contain metallic iron and dense minerals.
Magnetic: Since most meteorites contain metallic iron, a magnet will often stick to them. For “stony” meteorites, a magnet
might not stick, but if you hang the magnet by a string, it will be attracted.
Unusual shape: iron-nickel meteorites are rarely rounded. Instead, they have an irregular shape with unusual pits like
finger prints in their surface called “regmaglypts.”
Fusion crust: stony meteorites typically have a thin crust on their surface where it melted as it passed through the
atmosphere.
Meteorites do NOT have the following:
Light-coloured crystals: Quartz is a common, light-coloured crystal in Earth’s crust, but it is not found on other bodies in the
solar system.
Bubbles: volcanic rocks or metallic slag on Earth often have bubbles or vesicles in them, but meteorites do not.
Streak: if you scratch a meteorite on an unglazed ceramic surface, it should not leave a streak. A dense rock that leaves a
black or red streak probably contains the iron minerals magnetite or hematite, respectively, neither of which are typically
found in meteorites.
These tips for identifying a meteorite were adapted from this excellent guide from the University of New Mexico Meteorite
Museum. Please refer to their site for additional information.
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Beautiful Bromham
By Derek Turner (All images by Derek Turner)
Bromham was beautiful when we visited on 26 March. The sky was blue and so was
the water at Bromham Lake Nature Reserve. This had been a working quarry from
1968 to 1975, with gravel then limestone removed. As we set off along the path
around the lake where the pit had flooded to a
depth of 8 metres, we noticed the stone pillars
of a grand entrance to Bromham Park on the
line of the former road towards Clapham
A once grand entrance to
standing strangely marooned in an adjacent
Bromham Hall.
field of wheat. Otherwise a few pieces of
limestone and other small stones scattered on the surface was all of the geology
that remained within the nature reserve. It became clear that any decent exposures
had disappeared long ago but with birds singing and plants starting to bloom, it
Bev Fowlston and Mary Kingdon
was still a nice place to spend an hour or more though.
enjoy the view across the lake.
We drove back towards the village along Field
Rd and as I did so, I noticed a large depression in a pasture that had been part of
the parkland around Bromham Hall. I wondered if this might have been a former
quarry where building stone had been won. With plenty having been used locally in
the church, houses, the bridge and at Bromham Mill, a local source would certainly
have been handy. We reached the mill and found that it was busy with families that
had come for a fairy-themed event. Most of the mill itself
had been rebuilt using red brick but limestone remains at
Building stone at Bromham Mill. the base of some walls and in some of the outbuildings.
We examined it and found that there were two distinct
varieties. The smashed up shell fragments of one was clearly Cornbrash and the other, a
limestone which had oolitic grains, typical of the Great Oolite.
As traffic was heavy, we decided not to cross Bromham Bridge, a magnificent stone structure
that was first recorded in 1224. It was originally just wide enough for a packhorse to cross but
much of what exists today is the 1813 and 1903 rebuilds. Most of the 26 arches are on the
flood plain and situated in Biddenham parish. We found that one of the stewards for the event
at the Mill was John Orchard, a parish councillor who is interested in historical geography and
has explored the local area intensely in recent years. He kindly answered several of our
questions and showed us the ‘holy well’ which is built into the side of the abutment to the
Steps down to the ‘holy
bridge and was last used as the mill house water supply. It is not as well known as that which
well’.
emerges from under Stevington Church, perhaps
because there are no remains of the chantry chapel where travellers prayed
when they crossed the bridge.

Bromham Bridge from the south with
the mill behind it.

By this time, a long queue had formed for refreshments at the mill, so we decided
to conclude our visit. I decided to go to the Biddenham end of the bridge and
walked along the Ouse Valley Way to enjoy the best view of its downstream side.
The river is relatively shallow here and contrasts strongly with much of the rest of
its course through Bedfordshire where it has been modified to prevent flooding or
improve navigation. It is also worth noting that there are few other places where
you can walk alongside the Ouse upstream from here - something that I hope
will be remedied in years to come as it's truly a wonderful sight.
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LGS Ranger News!
By Bev Fowlston
Following our training session via Zoom in March, we are pleased to announce that Richard and Geraldine Hogg have
agreed to become our very first LGS Rangers! Alongside, Glynda Easterbrook, Paul Hawke and myself we are starting to
build a team of people to ensure our LGS are monitored on a regular basis. But we are always grateful of more hands!
Contact me for further details if you want to become a LGS Ranger
bev.fowlston@gmail.com

Focus on Landpark Wood Quarry
This former quarry was designated in 2013. It is important because it provides safe
access to an interesting chalk succession that contains flints and fossils. It
complements the nearby LGS at Kensworth Nature Reserve and forms part of a
network of chalk exposures around Dunstable that illustrate different facets of Upper
Cretaceous geology.
Part of the west-facing disused quarry face has been cleared to reveal 2.5m of
deeply weathered white chalk beneath a thin, brown vegetated rendzina. A similar
thickness of rock is concealed by the talus slope that affords access to the face. The
section is weakly bedded and dips shallowly towards the south, although the true dip
is probably modified by post-Anglian mass-movement processes.
The measured section reveals blocky white chalk with three conspicuous flint bands,
one partially obscured by talus and two others at 0.8m and 1.8m. The flint band at 1.8
- 2.0m contains large nodular flints and occasional finger flints. Elsewhere along the
face there are examples of steep, cross-cutting flint seams that represent the linings
of fractures resulting from compaction or shearing.
Before site clearance in Feb 2022.
Almost indistinguishable from
There are no obvious marl seams or hardgrounds but specimens of Micraster
surrounding vegetation.
cortestudinarium and Inoceramus occur between the two upper flint bands. Three
specimens of M. cortestudinarium lodged in Bedford Museum (BDFM 1991.37-39)
(Image: Bev Fowlston)
are from this site although they cannot be located any more precisely. Fragments of
Inoceramus also occur throughout the lower half of the exposed section.
The section is slightly younger than that at the Kensworth Nature Reserve
LGS and comparable with part of the same formation identified at Anstey
Quarry (TL 395329) in north Hertfordshire. Interestingly, the graphic log for
that locality shows several flint bands over the 13-15m interval
interspersed with Inoceramus and M. cortestudinarium. The latter taxon is
typically associated with chalks of Upper Turonian to Lower Coniacian age.
This site is important because it exposes some of the youngest chalk in
Bedfordshire and may provide correlations with comparable sequences in
Hertfordshire. It is also a useful educational site because it is safe,
accessible and illustrates many of the characteristics features of the White
2.5m high by 4m wide cleared section of the
Chalk Sub-Group.
face following site clearance Feb 2022
Following the clearance in February, this site is considered to be in good
revealing flint bands.
condition.
(Image: Bev Fowlston)
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Fossil discoveries at Landpark Wood Quarry
By Richard Hogg
On 26th February 2022, the Bedfordshire Geology Group did some clearance work at the disused Landpark Wood quarry
(Map ref: TL 0157 1847), a site that is part of a nature reserve owned by the BCN Wildlife Trust. Some vegetation was cut
down including brambles and small shrubs. Part of the face was cleaned, and a platform was created at the base of the
face.
At approximately 30cm above the platform a small sea urchin was
found embedded in a small block of soft chalk. The block was
taken home by the author and the sea urchin was removed,
cleaned, and identified as Micraster cortestudinarium. Two different
encrusting bryozoans were found on the shell of the urchin. The
Micraster is indicative of the chalks of Upper Turonian to Coniacian
age.

Sea-urchin found in the small block of chalk

Micraster cortestudinarium, size: 28 x 26 mm.
(Image from Richard Hogg)

No other macrofossils could be seen in the small block of chalk.
However, some of the chalk left after extracting the Micraster, was
broken down, wet sieved and dried, producing fractions of differing
grain-sizes that could be searched for microfossils. Almost 300
microfossils were picked from the fractions including foraminifera
(Ataxophragmium sp, Dentalina sp., Gavelinella spp., Globorotalites
sp., Gyroidinoides spp., Lenticulina spp., Nodosaria sp., Tritaxia spp.
and a few planktic foraminifera), ostracods (Bairdoppilata spp.,
Cythereis sp., Cytherella ovata, Cytherelloidea kayei, Macrosarisa
wrighti, and Pontocyprella harrisiana), bryozoans, shark teeth, and
echinoderm remains. All of the microfossils were glued onto a total
of three 32-cell microscope slides.

Ostracod Cythereis sp., length 800 microns.
(Image from Richard Hogg)

Many thanks to those who helped on the day, Derek Turner, Bev Fowlston,
Bernard Jones and Paul Hawkes. This Local Geological Site will need
further work to maintain this fragile but exciting site for future generations.

Benthic foraminifera Gavelinella sp.,
maximum dimension 500 microns.
(Image from Richard Hogg)
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Committee News!
Committee meeting summary
By Bev Fowlston
Following the news from HSBC that our account will now incur relatively high bank charges, several extra committee
meetings were held since January, in accordance with our constitution, to start the process of changing our bank accounts
over to NatWest. This will hopefully be completed in the next month and we can stop incurring bank charges altogether!
Other committee work that has been undertaken includes responding to various surveys on behalf of the group including
about geoscience recruitment (see article below); attending the BNHS AGM (see article below); attending UK Heritage
Pulse webinar (see article below); and attending a fundraising workshop run by the Greensand Trust.
As always we are looking to lighten the load for our small group of dedicated committee members. If you feel you can
spare a couple of hours a month to help please do get in touch.

Geoscience recruitment research for Portsmouth University
By Bev Fowlston
On behalf of BGG I responded to a call for volunteers to be part of some research
being carried out by a Master of Research student at the University of Portsmouth,
Atlanta Giddings-Wilson. She is looking into the problem of recruiting in the
geoscience sector, not just the commercial or business side of things but also the
volunteer and charity sector.
The question is becoming a serious one with few recruits signing onto geoscience courses at university and therefore a
lack of graduates and subsequent qualified applicants for a vast number of vacancies in the geoscience sector. This is
reflected in the lack of experts in the field of geoscience and in volunteers with a passion for geoscience.
Atlanta ‘s research is a national survey of companies, education sector, charities and volunteer groups, to try to get an
overall picture of the state of the geoscience sector. Some of the questions asked were about sustainability; financial and
funding; the affect of COVID on our organisation; and recruitment of active volunteers.
I will report back on the results of the research in due course. Watch this space!

BNHS AGM
By Bev Fowlston
Again on behalf of BGG, I attended the BNHS AGM and gave a five-minute
recap of our finds and activities during 2021.

Cannonball flints (Image: Bernard Jones)

As regards finds in 2021, an enquiry was received about some spherical
objects. These objects were probably found in or around Munday’s Hill
quarry in Heath and Reach but the date of discovery is uncertain as they
were re-discovered by a BGG member, Bernard Jones, when sorting
through other finds. It is possible they are part of the glacial till layer, which
includes some Chalk derived gravels, atop the Greensand Ridge in that
area which have subsequently been washed out and redeposited. These
were identified as flint nodules, sometimes referred to as “Cannonball
flints”. Flint nodules can form around fossil sponges or possibly, but less
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common, sea urchins. The latter usually have some indication of the knobbly surface
texture of the sea urchin shell (test). If cracked open (not advised unless wearing
goggles), the sponges may not be obvious other than as hollow moulds (sponges
being soft and rapidly decayed). The flint nodules show some iron-staining on the
surface with some irregular, randomly spaced indentations over the surface measuring
about 3-4 mm in diameter.
Another pair of flint nodules were discovered in Dunstable by Marie Dawkins. One of
these has been split open and the detail inside can clearly be seen.

Split flint nodule
(Image: Marie Dawkins)

Another exciting find was the discovery by Matt Bainbridge of some
possible Ichthyosaur vertebrae and belemnites which he
discovered in the Oxford Clay near Stewartby. These have not been
formally identified. Investigations are ongoing.

A contact, via BGGs Facebook page, advised of some rare rocks,
albeit loose blocks and not in situ, of Hertfordshire Puddingstone in
Vertebrae discovered near Greensand Ridge
a field in Luton. Some blocks were collected and are now in BGGs
(Image: Matt Bainbridge)
vast collection of samples. This rare rock is a silica-cemented
conglomerate composed of rounded flint pebbles and cobbles with
a matrix of fine sand and silica cement. It typically occurs within glacial till deposits. Perhaps we have discovered
“Bedfordshire” Puddingstone!
This remarkable trace fossil was discovered in Sharnbrook. It is in a
limestone block that was excavated whilst work on a patio was
being undertaken. The traces of a burrowing creature, either a type
of shrimp or other crustacean, probably made these burrows
during the Jurassic Period.

Puddingstone discovered in Bedfordshire
(Image: Emma Fowlston)

If you think you could help out by being our contact with the BNHS and
becoming County Recorder for Geology and Palaeontology then contact
Bev Fowlston who can tell you a little more about the role.

Trace fossils in limestone block
(Image: Roger Wiltshire)
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Membership Information
Memberships are due on April 1st each year. They remain at £10 per person per annum
or £25 for group membership (organisations with 4 or more employees).
Please pay online directly to the BGG account:
Account name: Bedfordshire Geology Group, no 21507427
HSBC, Leighton Buzzard Branch, no 40-28-12
Please email membership.secretary@bedfordshiregeologygroup.org.uk to let us know you have paid.
If you are unable to pay via online banking, cheques can be sent directly to the treasurer at the
following address:
BGG Treasurer, c/o 9 Latimer Close, Wotton, Beds MK43 9QA.
Please let the membership secretary know, via email,
of any changes in address, telephone no, email etc.
Your membership entitles you to 4 newsletters a year, free entry to all BGG events (nonmembers pay £2 per event to cover insurance), walks & talks and frequent communications.

Quick
Geology
Crossword
Answers from
Winter 2021
newsletter:
Across:
2. Lava
6. Igneous
8. Intrusive
9. Erosion
10. Granitic
Down:
1. Weathering
3. Marble
5. Extrusive
7. Crust
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Upcoming events …
Please join us for these planned events, details are still being finalised so check
out Facebook and website for latest information.
Book your place by emailing the event organiser or
secretary@bedfordshiregeologygroup.org.uk
Thu 7th Apr, 7.30pm: Zoom Lecture by Glynda Easterbrook “Wine and Geology”
Sat 23rd Apr, 10am - 3.30pm: Joint visit with Herts Geological Society across Greensand Country from
Clophill to Husborne Crawley
May (TBA): Greensand Country Festival Events - watch this space!!
Sat 25th Jun: LGS training workshop (2) for volunteers at Clophill Eco Lodges
Sat 9th Jul: Site clearance at Potton Scout Hut Quarry, followed by pub lunch/picnic
Aug - no event due to holidays
Sep (TBA): AGM
Oct (TBA):
Thu 17th Nov, 7.30pm: Zoom lecture by Dr Tom Hose:
“An Illustrated Victorian and Edwardian Geology of Bedfordshire”
All events are arranged with risk assessments including Coronavirus. Should Government
guidelines change prior to the event and we have to cancel or postpone, we will inform you
via email. All face-to-face events must be booked with the event organiser or our secretary.

Other events proposed for next year include, but are not exclusive to:
A visit to Coombes Quarry: A visit to this limestone quarry over the county border in Buckinghamshire, led by
Jill Eyers who was instrumental in the formation of BGG. This may be a joint geology group initiative. Keep an
eye on our website for details.
EarthCache event: We will be visiting Greensand Country EarthCache sites. Details will be announced later in
the year.
Ramble at Harrold-Odell Country Park: A potential joint event with the BNHS taking in some of the stone
buildings and structures in the area and the landscape of the Ouse valley. Optional pub lunch afterwards.

Please let us know if you have other places or events you’d like to include in this schedule. You will
receive an email on each of these events nearer the time with exact details so keep watching your
emails and check our website.
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Our current committee members are:

Chairperson:

VACANT

Group Secretary:

Derek Turner

derek.turner@phonecoop.coop

Treasurer:

Bev Fowlston

bev.fowlston@gmail.com

LGS Coordinator:

Bev Fowlston

bev.fowlston@gmail.com

Membership Secretary:

Dr Christian Atkins

wyverns4@hotmail.com

Affiliated Groups Liaison Officer:

Paul Hawkes

paulhawkes04@gmail.com

Website/Social media/Newsletter editor: Bev Fowlston

bev.fowlston@gmail.com

BNHS Recorder:

Bev Fowlston

bev.fowlston@gmail.com

Committee Member:

Glynda Easterbrook

glyndaeasterbrook@gmail.com

We are always looking for new blood to join the committee and bring fresh ideas.
Please contact any of us if you’d like to join our friendly team.
We meet for quarterly meetings via Zoom.

Come and join us!

Newsletter compiled and edited by Bev Fowlston.

Please look at our website for news of walks, talks and
events. It’s easy to download flyers & geotrails.

If you wish to include an article, photo or share your
geological interest in the next issue, please contact
me by email at

www.bedfordshiregeologygroup.org.uk
You can also find us on other social media platforms:

bev.fowlston@gmail.com
Deadline for copy is 18th June for inclusion in the
next issue.

www.facebook.com/bedfordshireGeologyGroup/
www.instagram.com/bedfordshire_geology_group_/

Hope you enjoy the read!
twitter.com/BedfordshireG
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